**KC868-G smarthome gateway wifi set**

**First Step: Recovery**
1. Use a needle to press the recovery key (besides the power port)
2. Hold pressing for about 10 seconds, then un-hold pressing, then power off and power on again.
3. Recovery successful.

**Second Step: Wi-Fi Set**
1. After adding the host, to find the wifi set-up page, input the Wifi account and Password
2. Then use the needle to press the recovery key, just one click
3. Waiting for about 6 seconds, you will find the flashing yellow led, then click the [confirm connect] on your APP
4. Waiting again, then there will be configuration successful.
5. Then power off the host and power on again, waiting for about 1 minute, there will be “bibi” voices, two times.
6. You will find the green led, refresh the APP, then the host is on line.